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an example of capcom's attempt to have fukasawa create an entirely new score for
onimusha: dawn of dreams can be seen in the main theme, which he penned in the
summer of 2006. this martial, martial and militaristic cue is a culmination of his
career, as he had already delivered one of the most celebrated main themes of the
series, that of onimusha 2. as well as being the most satisfying main theme to date,
it also has a classical bent to it, with some clear allusions to classical music such as
vivaldi's four seasons. the massive main theme can be heard in the opening and
closing of onimusha: dawn of dreams, as well as the "epic" rock and techno-inspired
cues that form the second disc. as well as composing the main theme for onimusha:
dawn of dreams, hideyuki fukasawa also created cues for its bosses. a boss theme is
a cue that accompanies a boss. though the boss theme, as seen in the second disc,
is often a quite simple reprise of the main theme, the most impressive of the boss
themes is a completely original cue titled "binding bond". the cue is dramatically
driven by the taiko drums and is defined by its intensity, the string section providing
the centrepiece to an incredibly powerful piece. after its climax, a delicate and
graceful shakuhachi solo gradually comes in to support the grandeur. this is just one
of the many pieces of music written by fukasawa for onimusha: dawn of dreams'
bosses, though it is the most arresting. the second disc, the theme of which is
"defeat the demon king", is also very good but lacks the same dynamism as the
"binding bond" theme. it is a more traditional cue in the vein of christopherson's
work for onimusha 2's big boss theme, but fukasawa's dynamic and evolving
approach makes it significantly more exciting. the final boss theme, which is not an
original cue, is an orchestral piece that makes an impressive first appearance in the
game. the piece is a massive mixture of orchestral instruments with strong asian
influences. it also provides one of the most climactic endings to an onimusha game.
it is dramatic and well-crafted, though it lacks the drama of the "binding bond"
theme.
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although the story has been shortened and the characters are a bit more unrealistic
compared to previous games, the plot is still very engaging and will appeal to both
hardcore and casual gamers. the new theme of freedom has been introduced in the

game and while the ending is only very average, it's not a bad way to end the
onimusha series. this is a must-have game if you are a fan of action games. the

game is a lot of fun and is very addictive. it's a great game and one of my favourite
onimusha games. the game is very challenging and has a great atmosphere. the
main theme of the game is "shadows of memories", arranged in a novel manner

with a long intro song and a more melodic outro. the intro song is a fusion of oriental
instruments that introduce the theme. it is followed by a guitar solo by john

o'donnell, a veteran of the videogame industry who was responsible for arranging
the main theme in onimusha 2. the theme is meant to represent the passing of time
as well as the reflection on the past. the arpeggiated and distant guitar sounds are

intended to represent the foggy visions of an aging mind. while "shadows of
memories" is the main theme, the game uses a variety of other themes. the "white

god" theme is a more meditative and contemplative track that introduces the theme
of the first onimusha. the intro song of the second onimusha, "oni-chan's theme" is a

very catchy and lively track that makes use of oriental instruments and a lot of
percussion. the third onimusha, "awakening", is a track inspired by celtic

instruments which is a passionate and aggressive piece of music. it is arguably the
most intense theme of the game. at the end of the game, a smaller version of

"awakening" is played in an extended form. 5ec8ef588b
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